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Well hello there, my name is Libby
A few things about me.
Youngest of three daughters: Built in audience from birth.
College Professor 10 years, Bravo cc 18 years (don’t do the
math please).
I LOVE Coffee.
Mom to Maddie (22) and Trinity (20).

Childhood Heroes: Wonder Woman, Miss Piggy, Dolly
Parton
Adult Heroes: Wonder Woman, Miss Piggy, Dolly Parton

Know all the words to “Bust a Move” by Young MC.
First Paid Gig: 7 years old.

Possible TikTok addiction and may need an intervention.

Introvert who knows how to extrovert.

Leadership is about getting people to act on a vision, idea, or mission.
How do you do that? Many leaders take the tired and worn out
PowerPoint path, using slides overflowing with charts, graphs, and data
points, all rendered in 12 point font, to try to inspire action. But rarely
does an audience experience an emotional reaction to the latest
quarterly earnings statement. It is STORY that moves people. GREAT
leaders tell POWERFUL stories, the kind that make sense of the data and
illuminate the facts, figures, and statistics in a way that an audience is

how to tell a
great story, common mistakes made in
storytelling, SEVEN stories every leader
must master and ideas for how to USE story
in an intentional and honest way. In a noisy,
moved to ACTION. In this keynote, I share

crowded, and competitive marketplace, your story will be the way you
stand out. Learn how to do it right. Effective storytelling recruits talent,
retains talent, makes sense of chaos during times of disruption, positions
you in a crowded and competitive marketplace, wins new customers and
clients, and keeps the ones you have. Don’t miss the chance to improve
your storytelling skills and meet me around the campfire. I’ll bring the
knowledge, you bring the hot dogs and fixings for s’mores.
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their life in some way.
Think:
PURPOSE
POWER
POTENTIAL
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YOUR STORY
SHOULD BE
—Relatable
—Honest
—Optimistic
—Purposeful
—Credible
—Empathetic
—Inclusive
—Human
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Do you:
Love Dogs
LOVE Coffee
LOVE Talking about
Leadership
Yes?
Then we should
Totally hang out

Want more?
Coaching
Keynotes
Courses
Consulting
www.bravocc.com
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